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SUMMARY: (U) This report forwards AMEM cable CN 3058, which indicates that the Montonero movement has suffered a schism. It also indicates that seven people listed as being among the disappeared have been identified abroad.

DETAILS: (U) None

ORIG CMTS: (3) The information in the report is sketchy but such information cannot be disregarded. If true, it could lead to further infighting within the Montonero movement. Also of interest is the fact the splinter group leaders were on the list of disappeared presented to the State Department. Argentine Army officers claim, and events are proving them correct, that a percentage of the people on the disappeared lists are as a result of one of the following: (1) Eliminated by the Argentine government and no notice given to next of kin; (2) Killed in clashes with government forces but had false documents or numerous documents and could not be identified; (3) Killed by their own group members when they started to get 'cold feet'; (4) Escaped from Argentina because of fear of government forces; (5) Escaped from Argentina because of fear of reprisals from their own movement.

Argentine security forces, while not talking openly about number (3), can give examples of the other 4-cases to explain people who have been listed as being "disappeared.
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(U) SUMMARY: TERRORISTS AND POLICE WERE SENTENCED. THE ARREST OF THREE JOURNALISTS WAS WIDELY REPORTED BUT IN FACT WAS UNRELATED TO ANY HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUE. THE GOA CONTINUES TO STIFFARM THE SWEDES ON A DISAPPEARANCE. THE MONTEROS SPLIT--AN EVENT THAT REVEALED TWO DISAPPEARED MEMBERS OF THEIR BAND ARE LIVING IN MEXICO. END
SUMMARY.


2. (LOW) POLICE CONDEMNED: TWO POLICEMEN WERE SENTENCED TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT IN ROSARIO FOR THE 1977 MURDER OF A MAN THEY ARRESTED, BEAT, AND FINALLY KILLED, "FOR PLEASURE". THESE SENTENCES SEEM TO BE PART OF WHAT APPEARS AS AN EFFORT BY THE GOVERNMENT
3. (U) JOURNALISTS ARRESTED: TWO PHOTOGRAPHERS AND A REPORTER WORKING FOR THE ARGENTINE WIRE SERVICE NOTICIAS ARGENTINAS WERE BRIEFLY DETAINED LAST WEEK IN WIDELY PUBLICIZED INCIDENTS. THE TWO PHOTOGRAPHERS WERE ARRESTED IN A BAR APRIL 2, BUT LET GO SOON AFTER. THEN ON APRIL 7 THE JOURNALIST WAS PICKED UP AND FREED WITHIN HOURS. ACCORDING TO THE MANAGER OF NOTICIAS ARGENTINAS THE JOURNALIST AND PHOTOGRAPHERS WERE UNRELATED AND HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH THE ISSUE OF PRESS FREEDOM. THE PHOTOGRAPHERS WERE ARRESTED FOLLOWING AN ARGUMENT WITH A POLICEMAN OVER WOMEN. THE REPORTER WAS DETAINED DUE TO A CONFUSION OVER HIS IDENTITY DOCUMENTS. HOWEVER, ONE OF THE INTERESTING ASPECTS OF THESE INCIDENTS WAS THE SPEED WITH WHICH THE PRESS HERE REPORTED THEIR ARRESTS, INDICATING BOTH ITS GROWING COVERAGE AND ITS CONCERN OVER POSSIBLE GOA INTIMIDATION.

4. (U) SWEDES GET NO ANSWER: THE LOCAL PRESS REPORTED THAT THE SWEDISH FOREIGN MINISTER DECLARED IN PARLIAMENT RECENTLY THAT THE GOA HAS REFUSED TO ACCEPT ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR, OR EVEN ADMIT KNOWLEDGE OF THE FATE OF SWEDISH-ARGENTINE NATIONAL DAGMAR
HAGELIN, who disappeared in 1977. The Swedes' attempt to prise an admission of responsibility from the GOA by referring to sworn testimony by a former GOA prisoner who stated she saw Hagelin while in custody has produced no change in the Argentine position. The Department will recall that the Swedes presented this information to the GOA last January, reportedly in a letter from the Prime Minister to President Videla.

5. **The GOA's unwillingness to be moved by the testimony of a former prisoner is not very surprising. The public confirmation of the Argentines' inflexibility, even in the face of such a challenge, comes at a time when the Embassy has received the first of what may be many requests that we use other statements by former prisoners who claim to have seen certain persons in detention to try to persuade the GOA to give us some answers about what happened to these specific individuals. We have responded by stating that we believed that such an approach would produce nothing--and might well be counterproductive. The Swedish experience would appear to confirm our judgment.**

6. **(U) A Montonero split?:** Press reports from Mexico state that the Montonero movement there has suffered a schism. The breakaway group, according to the sketchy information available here, accuses the
MONTONERO LEADERSHIP OF RELYING ON MILITARISM AND ALIENATING ITSELF FROM THE "MASSES". THE NEW ORGANIZATION, WHICH CALLS ITSELF "THE SEVENTEENTH OF OCTOBER MONTONEROS," APPARENTLY WANTS TO ENGAGE IN POLITICAL AND LABOR ACTIVITIES RATHER THAN RELYING ON TERRORIST TACTICS. (THE DATE REFERS TO AN INCIDENT OF THE 1940'S HALLOWED IN PERONIST LORE.)

THE SEVENTEEN PEOPLE WHO REPORTEDLY LEAD THE NEW ORGANIZATION INCLUDE TWO PEOPLE WE HAVE LISTED AMONG THE DISAPPEARED: SYLVIA BERMAN AND JAIME DRI. BERMAN, WHO REPORTEDLY DISAPPEARED IN 1976, WAS ON AN AMERICAN ACADEMY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE LIST OF DISAPPEARED PRESENTED TO THE DEPARTMENT. DRI, A FORMER PERONIST LEGISLATOR, DISAPPEARED IN MONTEVIDEO IN 1977 AND CABLED THAT STIRRED CONSIDERABLE INTEREST. HIS WIFE, OLYMPIA DIAZ, WHO WAS LIVING IN PANAMA MADE SEVERAL APPROACHES TO OUR EMBASSY THERE SEEKING OUR INTERVENTION ON DRI'S BEHALF.
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